Abstract: Generalized speedup is defined as parallel speed over sequential speed. In this paper the generalized speedup and its relation with other existing performance metrics, such as traditional speedup, efficiency, scalability, etc., are carefully studied. In terms of the introduced asymptotic speed, we show that the difference between the generalized speedup and the traditional speedup lies in the definition of the efficiency of uniprocessor processing, which is a very important issue in shared virtual memory machines. A scientific application has been implemented on a KSR-1 parallel computer. Experimental and theoretical results show that the generalized speedup is distinct from the traditional speedup and provides a more reasonable measurement. In the study of different speedups, various causes of superlinear speedup are also presented.
Introduction
From the viewpoint of processes, there are two basic process synchronization and communication models. One is the shared-memory model in which processes communicate through shared variables. The other is the message-passing model in which processes communicate through explicit message passing. Shared-memory model provides sequential like program paradigm. With shared virtual address space, shared-memory model supports shared virtual memory, but requires sophisticated hardware and system support. An example of distributed-memory machine which supports shared virtual address space is the Kendall Squares KSR-1. Traditionally, the messagepassing model is bounded by the local memory of the processing processors. With recent technology advancement, message-passing model has developed the ability to support shared virtual memory. Shared virtual memory simplifies the software development and porting process by enabling even extremely large programs to run on a single processor before being partitioned and distributed across multiple processors. However, the memory access of the shared virtual memory is non-uniform [I] . The access time of local memory and remote memory is different. Running a large program on a small number of processors is possible but could be very inefficient. The inefficient sequential processing will lead to a misleading high performance in terms of speedup or efficiency.
Generalized speedup, defined as parallel speed over sequential speed, is a new performance metric proposed in [2] . In this paper, we revisit generalized speedup and address the measurement issues. Through both theoretical proofs and experimental results, we show that generalized speedup provides a more reasonable measurement than traditional speedup. Along the study of the generalized speedup, the relation between the generalized speedup and many other metrics, such as efficiency, scaled speedup and scalability, are also studied. Various reasons for superlinearity in different speedups are also discussed. Results show that the main difference between the traditional speedup and the generalized speedup is how to evaluate the efficiency of the sequential processing on a single processor.
The Traditional Speedup
Speedup measures the parallel processing gain over sequential processing and is defined as sequential execution time over parallel execution time. Sequential processing could be based on the best serial algorithm or the uniprocessor execution of the parallel algorithm [3] . The latter is used in this study.
From the problem size point of view, speedup can be divided into the fixed-size speedup and the scaled speedup. Fixed-size speedup emphasizes how much execution time can be reduced with parallel processing. Amdahl's law is based on the fixed-size speedup. With one parameter, the sequential processing ratio, Amdahl's law gives the limitation of the fixed-size speedup. The scaled speedup is concentrated on exploring the computational power of parallel computers for solving otherwise intractable large problems. Depending on the scaling restrictions of the problem size, the scaled speedup can be classified as the fixed-time speedup and the memory-bounded speedup [ 4 . When p processors are used, fixed-time speedup sca 1 es problem size to meet the fixed execution time. Then the scaled problem is also solved on an uniprocessor to get the speedup. Corresponding to Amdahl's law, Gustafson has given a simple fixed-time speedup formula [5] . The memory-bounded speedup [4] is another practically used scaled speedup. It is defined in a similar way as the fixed-time speedup. The difference is that in memory-bounded speedup the problem size is scaled based on the available memory, while in fixedtime speedup the problem size is scaled up to meet the fixed execution time. A detailed study of the memorybounded speedup can be found in [4] .
Speedup can also be classified based on the achieved performance. Let p and Sp be the number of processors and the speedup with p processors. The following terms were used in [ We say a speedup is a superlinear speedup if it is either super-linear or linear super-unitary. It is debatable if any machine-algorithm pair can achieve "truly" superlinear speedup. Four possible causes of superlinear speedup given in [6] are listed in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 can be considered theoretically [7] , there is no measured superlinear speedup ever attributed to it. Cause 3 does not exist for relative speedup since both the sequential and parallel execution use the same algorithm. Cause 1 is unlikely applicable for scaled speedup, since when problem size scales up, by memory or by time constraint, the cache hit ratio is unlikely to increase. Two other causes of superlinear relative speedup and scaled speedup are listed in Fig. 2. 6. higher memory access latency in the sequential processing Since parallel algorithms are often mathematically inefficient, cause 5 is a likely source of superlinear speedup of relative speedup. A good example of superlinear speedup based on 5 can be found in [8] .
With the virtual memory and shared virtual memory architecture, cause 6 could cause an extremely high speedup, especially for scaled speedup where an extremely large problem has to be run on a single processor. Figure 6 shows a measured superlinear speedup on a KSR-1 machine. The measured superlinear speedup is due to the inherent deficiency of the traditional speedup metrc.
To analyze the deficiency of the traditional speedup, we need to introduce the following definition. The ratio in the right hand side of Eq. (l), processor cycles per unit of work over machine clock rate, is the cost of sequential processing. Work can be defined as arithmetic operations, instructions, transitions, or whatever is needed to complete the application. In scientific computing the number of floating-point operations (FLOPS) is commonly used to measure work. In general, work may be of different types and unit of different operations may require different numbers of instruction cycles to finish. The influence of work type on the performance is one of the topics studied in [2] . In this paper, we study the influence of inefficient memory access on the performance. We assume that there is only one work type and that any increase in the number of processor cycles is due to inefficient memory access.
In a shared virtual memory environment, the mem- 
The first ratio of Eq. (3) 
Equation (5) approximately equals the time of per remote access over the time of per local access. Since the remote memory access is much slower than the local memory a c c a under the current technology, the speedup given by Eq. (3) could be considerably larger than the simple analytic model (4). In fact, the slower the remote access is, the larger the difference. For the KSR-1, the time ratio of remote and local access is about 7.5 (see Section 4). Therefore, for p = 32, the cost ratio is 7.3. For any W/cr='=, > 0.14, under the assumed remote access ratio, we will have a superlinear speedup.
The Generalized Speedup
While parallel computers are designed for solving large problems, a single processor of a parallel computer is not designed to solve a very large problem. To create a useful comparison, we need a metric that can vary problem sizes for uniprocessor and multiple processors. Generalized speedup [2] is one such metric. (6) Parallel Speed Sequential Speed * Generalized Speedup = Speed is defined as the quotient of work and elapsed time. Parallel speed might be based on a scaled parallel work. Sequential speed might be based on the unscaled uniprocessor work. By definition, generalized speedup measures the speed improvement of parallel processing over sequential processing. In contrast, the traditional speedup (2 measures time reduction of parallel processing. If t h e problem size (work) for both parallel and sequential processing are the same, the generalized speedup is the same as the traditional speedup. From this point of view, the traditional speedup is a special case of the generalized speedup. For this and for historical reason, we sometime call the traditional speedup the speedup, and call the speedup given in Eq. (6) the generalized speedup.
Like the traditional speedup, the generalized speedup can also be further divided into fixed-size, fixed-time, and memory-bounded speedup. Unlike the traditional speedup, for generalized speedup, the scaled problem is solved only on multiple processors. The fixed-time generalized speedu is sizeup [2] . The fixed-time benchmark SLALOM [9ris based on sizeup.
If memory access time is fixed, one might always assume that the uniprocessor cost c p ( s ) will be stablized after some initial decrease (due to initialization, loop overhead, etc.), assuming the memory is large enough. When cache and remote memory access are considered, cost will increase when a slower memory has to be accessed. Figure 3 From Eq. (1 , we can see that uniprocessor speed reaches its lowest value, the speed reaches its highest value. The uniprocessor speed corresponding to the stablized main memory cost is called the asymplotic speed (of uniprocessor). Asymptotic speed r e p resents the performance of the sequential processing with efficient memory access. The asymptotic speed is the appropriate sequential speed for Eq.(6). For memory-bounded speedup, the appropriate memory bound is the largest problem size which can maintain the asymptotic speed. After choosing the asymptotic speed as the sequential speed, the corresponding asymptotic cost has only local access and is independent of the problem size. We use c(s,WO) to denote the corresponding asymptotic cost, where W O is a problem size which achieves the asymptotic speed. If there is no remote access in parallel processing, as assumed in Section 2, then c(s,Wo)/cp(p,Wo) = 1. By Eq.(3), the corresponding speedup equals the simple speedup which does not consider the influence of memory access time. In general, parallel work W is not the same as WO. So we have is the reciproca 1 of uniprocessor cost. When the cost Generalize Speedup = Equation (7) is another form of the generalized speedup. It is a quotient of sequential and parallel time as is traditional speedup (2). The difference is that, in Eq. (7), the sequential time is based on the asymptotic speed. When remote memory is needed for sequential processing, c(s, WO) is smaller than cp(s, W). Therefore, the generalized speedup gives a smaller speedup than traditional speedup.
Parallel efficiency is defined as speedup over number of processors. The Generalized efjiciency can be defined similarly as (8) generalized speedup number of processors.
Generalized Efjiciency = By definition, Generalized Efficiency = Eqs. (9) and (10) show the difference between the two efficiencies. The traditional efficiency assumes that the measured sequential processing achieves hundred percent efficiency. The generalized efficiency assumes that the sequential processing based on the asymptotic cost achieves hundred percent efficiency. Traditional speedup compares parallel processing with the measured sequential processing. Generalized speedup compares parallel processing with the sequential processing based on the asymptotic cost. From this point of view, generalized speedup is a reform of traditional speedup. The following propositions are direct results of Eq.(7). The generalized speedup is also closely related to the scalability study. Isospeed scalability has been proposed recently in [lo] . The isospeed scalability measures the ability of an algorithm-machine combination maintaining the average (unit) speed, where the average speed is defined as the speed over the number of processors. When the system size is increased, the problem size is scaled up accordingly to maintain the average speed. If the average speed can be,maintained, we say the algorithm-machine combination is scalable and the scalability is where W' is the amount of work needed to maintain the average speed when the system size has been changed from p to p', and W is the problem size solved when p processors were used. By definition Average Speed = Since the sequential cost is fixed in Eq. (lo), fixing average speed is equivalent to fixing generalized efficiency. Therefore the isospeed scalability can be seen as the iso-generalized-efficiency scalability. When the memory influency is not consedered, i.e. cp(s, W) is independent of the problem size, the iso-generalizedefficiency will be the same as the iso-traditionalefficiency. In this case, the isospeed scalability is the same as the isoefficiency scalability proposed by Kumar [I, 111.
Proposition 3: If t h e sequential cost c ( s , W ) is independent of problem size or if the s i m p L analysis model (4) i s used f o r speedup, t h e isoeficiency and isospeed scalability are equivalent t o each other.
Theorem 1 gives the relation between the scalability and the fixed-time speedup. The proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 can be found in [3] .
Theorem 1 Scalability 11) equals one if and only if
The following theorem gives the relation between memory-bounded speedup and fixed-time speedup. The theorem is for generalized speedup. However, based on Proposition 1, the result is true for traditional speedup when uniprocessor cost is fixed or the simple analysis model is used.
Theorem 2 If problem size increases proporlionally t o the number of processors in memory-bounded scaleup, then memory-bounded generalized speedup i s unitary if and only i f fixed-time generalized speedup is unitary.
The following corollary is a direct result of Theorem the fixed-time generalize d speedup i s unitary. 1 and Theorem 2.
Corollary 1 If work increases proportionally with t h e number of processors, then scalability (11 equals one i s unitary. if and only if the memory-bounded genera / azed speedup
Finally, to complete our discussion on the superlinear speedup, a new source of superlinear speedup for generalized speedup, called profile shifting, was reported in [9] . Profile shifting is due to the problem size difference between sequential and parallel processing. An application may contain different work types. While problem size increases, some work types may increase faster than the others. When the work types with lower costs increase faster, superlinear speedup may occur.
Experimental Results
The shared virtual memory machine used in our study is the new KSR-1 parallel computer from Kendall Square Research. KSR-1 has distributed physical memory which makes the system scalable to 7. profile shifting Figure 4 . Causes of Superlinear Speedup: part 3 a large number of processors, and a shared address space which provides users a shared-memory-like programming environment. If a non-local data element is needed, the local search engine (SE:O) will search the processors in the local ring (ring0 . If the search engine SE:O can not quest will be passed t o the search engine at the next level (SE:l) to locate the data. This is done automatically by a hierarchy of search engines connected in a fat-tree-like structure [12] .
The latencies for different memory locations [12] are: 2 cycles for subcache, 20 cycles for local cache, 150 locate the data e 1 ement within the local ring, the recycles for Group:U cache, and 570 cycles for Grouprl cache.
Least squares problems are frequently encountered in scientific and engineering applications. The major work of solving least squares problems is to solve the normal equation
by orthogonal factorization schemes (Householder Transformations and Givens rotations). In many cases, for instance the inverse problem of partial differential equations [13] , the normal equation system resulting from the discretization is too ill-conditioned to be solved directly. Tikhnov's regularization method [14] is frequently used in this case to increase numerica stability. The key step in this process is to introduce a regularization factor Q > 0. Instead of solving (12) directly, we solve the following system (ATA + aI)x = A T b for x. Eq. (13) can also be written as so that the major task is to carry out the QR factorization for matrix B. The upper part of B is full and the lower part is sparse (in diagonal form). Because of this special structure, not all elements in the matrix are affected in a particular transformation step.
The numerical experiments reported here were conducted on the KSR-1 parallel computer installed at the Cornel1 Theory Center. There are 128 processors altogether on the machine. During the period when our experiments were performed, however the computer was configured as two stand-alone machines with 64 processors each. Therefore, the numerical results were obtained using less than 64 processors. Figure 6 shows the traditional fixed-size speedup curves obtained by solving the regularized least squares problem with different matrix sizes n. The matrix is of dimensions 2n x n. We can see clearly that as the matrix size n increases, the speedup is getting better and better. For the case when n = 2048, the speedup is 76 on 56 processors. Although it is well known that on most parallel computers, the speedup improves as the problem size increases. But what is shown in Fig. 6 is certainly too good to be a reasonable measurement of the real performance of the KSR-1.
The problem with the traditional speedup is that it is defined as the ratio of the sequential time to the parallel time used for solving the same fixed-size problem. The complex memory hierarchy on the KSR-1 makes the computational speed of a single processor highly dependent on the problem size. When the problem is so big that not all data of the matrix can be put in the local memory (32 Mbytes) of the single As can be seen from Fig. 7 , the three segments represent significantly different speeds for different matrix sizes. When the whole matrix can be fit into the subcache, the performance is close to 7 Mflops. The speed decreases to around 5.5 Mflops when the matrix can not be fit into the subcache, but still can be accommodated in the local cache. Note, however, when the matrix is so big that access to Group:O cache through Search Engine:O is needed, the performance degrades significantly and there is no clear stable performance level as can be observed in the other two segments. This is largely due to the high Group:O cache latency and the contention for the Search Engine which is used by all processors on the machine. Therefore, the access time of Group:O cache is less uniform as compared to that of the subcache and local cache.
To take the difference of single processor speeds for different problem sizes into consideration, we have to use the generalized speedup to measure the performance of multiple processors on the KSR-1. The generalized speedup is defined as the ratio of the parallel speed to the asymptotic sequential speed (see Eq. (6) , where the parallel speed is based on a scaled problem. In our numerical tests, the parallel problem was scaled in a memory-bounded fashion as the number of processors increases. The initial problem was selected based on the asymptotic speed (5.5 Mflops from Fig. 7 ) and then scaled proportionally according to the number of processors, i.e. with p processors, the problem is scaled to a size that will fill M x p Mbytes of memory, where M is the memory required by the unscaled problem. Figure 8 shows the comparisons of the traditional scaled speedup and the generalized speedup.
For the traditional scaled speedup, the scaled problem is solved on both one and p procewjors, and the value of the speedup is calculated as the ratio of the time of one processor to that of p processors. While for the generalized speedup, the scaled problem is solved only on multiple processors, not on a single processor. The value of the speedup is calculated using Eq. (6) , where the asymptotic speed is used for the sequential speed. It is clear that Fig. 8 shows that the generalized speedup gives much more reasonable performance measurement on KSR-1 than does the traditional scaled speedup. With the traditional scaled speedup, the speedup is above 20 with only 10 processors. This excellent superlinear speedup is a result of the severely degraded single processor speed, rather than the perfect scalability of the machine and the algorithm. 
Conclusion
Since the scaled up principle was proposed in 1988 by Gustafson and other researchers at Sandia Na-tional Laboratory [5] , the principle has been widely used in performance measurement of parallel algorithms and architectures. One difficulty of measuring scaled speedup is that vary large problems have to be solved on uniprocessor, which is very inefficient if virtual memory is supported, or is impossible otherwise. To overcome this shortcoming, generalized speedup was proposed and studied [2] . The study [2] emphasized the fixed-time generalized speedup, sizeup. To meet the need of the emerging shared virtual memory machines, the generalized speedup, particularly implementation issues, has been carefully studied in the current research. It has shown that traditional speedup is a special case of generalized speedup, and, on the other hand, generalized speedup is a reform of traditional speedup. The main difference between generalized speedup and traditional speedup is how to define the uniprocessor efficiency. When uniprocessor speed is fixed these two speedups are the same. Extending these results to scalability study, we have found that the difference between isospeed scalability [IO] and isoefficiency scalability [ll] is also due to the uniprocessor efficiency. When the uniprocessor speed is independent of the problem size, these two proposed scalabilities are the same. As part of the performance study, we have shown that an algorithm-machine combination achieves a perfect scalability if and only if it achieves a perfect speedup. Seven causes of superlinear speedup are also listed.
A scientific application has been implemented on a Kendall Square KSR-1 shared virtual memory machine. Experimental results show that uniprocessor efficiency is an important issue for virtual memory machines, and that the asymptotic speed provides a reasonable way to define the uniprocessor efficiency.
The results in this paper on shared virtual memory can be extended to general parallel computers. Since uniprocessor efficiency is directly related to parallel execution time, scalability, and benchmark evaluations, the range of applicability of the uniprocessor efficiency study is wider than speedups. The uniprocessor efficiency might be explored further in a number of contexts.
